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Title of Proposal

Contact
information

  Name

The one person and place to
communicate with the
applicant(s).

  E-mail

    Telephone

    Fax

Institution or department to administer grant funds

Name

Address Contact

  E-mail

  Telephone

  Fax

Summary Less than 100 words Total amount requested in this competition $
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Applicants Put any specific information on the relevant experience or expertise of an applicant in "Other".

Name(s)

E-mail

Position

Employer

Address

CMS
Member #
Current
grants
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What you propose to do at most 40 lines
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Budget Use Tab key to navigate

Description Revenue    

CMS Endowment Grant requested

Total Revenue: $

Expenses

Total Expenses $
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Other Funding, partners, revenue potential, information on applicants such as publications or awards, at most 20
lines.

Project start date   Finish date  

When project is finished what measurements will you use to judge the quality of the outcome?
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	OBFLMOPADONDGGFJBMJBOPCIIMPNOCMI: 
	form1: 
	x: 
	f1: 
	f2: 0
	f3: Mathematics Camps (Enrichment) 
	f4: Daryl Tingley
	f5: daryl@unb.ca
	f6: 506 453 4768
	f7: 506 453 4705
	f8: Canadian Mathematical Society 
	f9: 577 King Edward 
	f10: Graham Wright 
	f11: Box 450, Station A 
	f12: gpwright@math.ca 
	f13: Ottawa, Ontario 
	f14: 613-562-5702
	f15: 
	f16: 
	f17: 15000
	f18: The CMS, through a major grant from the Imperial Oil Charitable Foundation, NSERC's Promo Science, and grants from the three Mathematical Institutes, has sponsored CMS/ESSO Math Camps for 3 years. These camps have been extremely successful and the number of camps taking place each year continues to grow. In 2001, there were 11 Regional Camps and one National Camp. These funds have helped encourage institutions to hold a camp. A CMS Endowment fund grant would allow us to expand the camp program to most, if not all, provinces
	f19: Daryl Tingley 
	f20: 
	f21: 
	f22: daryl@unb.ca 
	f23: 
	f24: 
	f25: Prof., University of New Brunswick 
	f26: 
	f27: 
	f28: University of New Brunswick 
	f29: 
	f30: 
	f31: PO Box 4400
	f32: 
	f33: 
	f34: Fredericton New Brunswick
	f35: 
	f36: 
	f37: E3B 5A3 
	f38: 
	f39: 
	f40: 
	f41: 
	f42: 
	f43: 
	f44: 
	f45: 
	f46: 004260
	f47: 
	f48: 
	f49: $25000, ESSO Charitable Foundation, $8000 PromoScience,  $11500 Research Institutes 
	f50: 
	f51: 
	f52: The program of Math Camps was initiated by the Mathematical Competitions Committee 4 years ago. In 1998, the first year, there was one camp - a National Camp to which top students (from Grades 9 and 10) were invited. In 1999, with support from other sponsors, in addition to the National Camp, two Regional Camps were held: one at the University of Western Ontario and the other at the University of Calgary. In 2000 there were 10 Regional Camps, and in 2001 11 Regional Camps, as well as the National Camp.  We expect that the 2001 camps will be repeated in 2002, and several other institutions (eg, Acadia, Mt Allison, and Manitoba) have expressed interest in holding camps in 2002. Furthermore, there are several provinces (most notably Quebec) where there is no camp. (The University of Ottawa does invite some Quebec students to their camps.) We would like to encourage Universities in these provinces to hold camps.   Money being available from national sources has made it much easier for each institution to find the necessary local funds. The MCC feels the CMS should continue to fund current camps at about the same rate as we have been. It is hoped that the CMS, from existing resources, (ESSO, PromoScience and the Mathematical Institutes) can finance the current Camps at a rate of $10.00/day/student for day camps and $30.00/night/student for residential camps. This will provide less than one-half the necessary funds. To expand the camp program to other provinces, making them accessible to more students, additional sources of money, such as a CMS Endowment Grant, must be found.  
	f53: Host University 
	f54: $3000 
	f55: $3000 
	f56: $3000 
	f57: Government and other Grants 
	f58: $1250
	f59: $1250
	f60: $1250
	f61: Registration Fees 
	f62: $3000 
	f63: $3000 
	f64: $3000 
	f65: 
	f66: 
	f67: 
	f68: 
	f69: 
	f70: 
	f71: 
	f72: 
	f73: $5000
	f74: $5000
	f75: $5000
	f76: 12250
	f77: 12250
	f78: 12250
	f79: Accommodation 
	f80: $2500
	f81: $2500
	f82: $2500
	f83: Food 
	f84: $5200
	f85: $5200
	f86: $5200
	f87: Events, Prizes, Supplies 
	f88: $1300
	f89: $1300
	f90: $1300
	f91: Honoraria 
	f92: $1750
	f93: $1750 
	f94: $1750 
	f95: Contingency 
	f96: $1500
	f97: $1500
	f98: $1500
	f99: 
	f100: 
	f101: 
	f102: 
	f103: 12250
	f104: 12250
	f105: 12250
	f106: Support is received from the Imperial Oil Charitable Foundation, NSERC PromoScience, as well as Fields, PIMS and CRM. Camps find the additional funds needed to host camps from the Host University, Ministries of Education, and Registration Fees etc. 
	f107: January 1, 2002
	f108: December 31, 2002
	f109: Student Evaluations and reports from the institutions. The willingness of an institution to hold further camps is likely the best indicator of the success and benefits of the camp.  





